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Abstract. Thp aim of this paper is to generalize a resuh given by Curry and F:eys, who have 
shcwn that the only regular combinato3 possessing inverse in the 4-p-q-calcuh_:s are the 
perm!rtators, whose definition is p = Arhx, . . . Ax,(zq, . . . Xi,) for n 2 0 where i,, . . ., i,. is; a 
permutation of !, . . ., n. Here we extend this characterization to the set of normal form, showing 
that the only normal forms possessing inverse in the A-/3-q-calcuk c1 2 the “‘hereditarily finite 
permutators” (h.f.p.), whose recursive definition is: if n a 0, 4 (1 G j G n) are h.f.p. and i,, . . ., i,, 
is a permutation of 1,. . ., n, then the normal form of P = AzAx, . . . Ax, (z(PlxII). . . (PJT,,)) is an 
h.f.p. 
1. Pntroduc 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic definitions and properties of 
A-calculus and combinator theory, not explicitly defined in this paper. If not, thq 
can be found in [2]. We shali adopt the following conventions: 
us will refer to A+-7)-calculus, normal form means p-q-normal 
form, 3 denotes ac -p - ry -rt :ducibility, = denotes a! -p-r) -convertibility and = 
denotes identity of objects. 
rd combinator is used synonymously with closed A-formula? i.e. 
formula without free variables, and the combinators are denoted by uppercase 
boldface characters. 
(c) For the normal form N to be the inverse of the normal form 
both Ihe following relations are valid: 
erest of this characterization of 
following shape: 
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ltn the particular case h = 1, y1 = 1, NX = M may be always satisfied if we know 
that N possesses an inverse. In fact in such a case the unique solution is M’*N. 
Moreover BXIXz = I, is an example of a system of equations. This paper 
gives the family of normal forms sstisfying this system. It is to be hoped that the 
present echnique may be used to find all solutions of other systems of equations. 
The problem of characterizing normal forms possessing inverse is solved in [l] 
insidle A -~-calculus by showing that the unique norm31 form possessing inverse is X. 
On the other hand, Curry and Feys [2] have prot ,d that the only regular 
combinators possessing inverse in the A-@q-calculus are the permutators, i.e. the 
combinators of the following shape: 
where n 2 0 and i1,. . ., in is a permutation of 1,. . ., n. Here we define a proper 
subset 9 of the set JV of normal forms according to the following ge eration law: if 
Nj (lsj s n) E 9 then AZ&. . . h~,,(z(N~x~,). . . (Nmxi,)) IS: N’E .%, where n zs 0 
. 
and fl, . . ., i, is a permutation of 1,. . ., n. We call 4i the set of hereditarily finite 
permutators. 
Clearly, each normal form belonging to 9 is a normal combinator. This recursive 
formation rule enables us to create from a set of hereditarily finite permutators a
new one by: (1) applying each element L? the set to one different variable, (2) 
applying a new variable to the resulting string, (3) abstracting ir, any order the first 
variables and lastly the head variable. 
The aim of this paper is to prove that .% is exactly the set of normal forms 
possessing inverse. The “if” part of this proof is obvious; but the “only-if” part 
requires even lemmas. The method used here is to derive necessary conditions on 
the structures of two normal forms M, N which are mutually inverse by hypothesis. 
This method is based on the idea that each normal form is an head normal foTm*, 
whose subforhmulas re head normal forms, and so on. Therefore we may replace, 
when necessa.ry, an unknown normal form .M with the expression: 
AX *...AX~(Xi(MlXl...X~)...(M,xl...x,)) (i 2 I), 
where each Mki (1 s h s m) is a normal form with at least n initial abstractions. The 
correctness of this substitution is proved in [l]. Note that there is no gap in the 
indices of the bound variables and this choice by cu-rule is always feasible. Xi is 
called the heaId variable of M and ed the hth component of 
U ). This tec”nzique permits t and without loss of generality 
a single condition on a normal form into a set of conditions on its components. In 
fact, a general equation between two head normal forms 
Ax 
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gives rise to t e following conditions: 
(a) the head variables must be the same; 
(b) zhe differences between the nu.mbers of abstractions and the numbers of 
components must be equal, i.e., n - P r m - s; 
st be from the left pairwise convertible, i.e. N&l.. . x, = 
the extra components must be eliminable by q-reductions, i.e. if m a s then 
> xr+i (1 G j G m - s = n - r). 
nts of the lemmas c be so summarized: 
t two lemmas prove that the only normal form satisfying relations of a 
giv’:n shape must contain some . These lemmas are used in the proofs of Lemmas 
4 and 6. 
(ii) Lemma 3 gives a necessary condition for a normal form to possess a right 
inverse, limiting in this way the set of normal forms to be considered. 
(iii) Lemma 4 proves that two normal forms M and N are mutually inverse ifI 
the num‘:>er of the components of N plus 1 is equal to the number of initial 
abstractions of M (and viceversa) and moreover the components of M and N 
satisfy a given system of relations. 
(iv) Starting from the system of relations found in Lemma 4, Lemma 5 proves 
that M and N riust have the same number of components and moreover the head 
variables of these components must be bound in the first m abstractions and their 
indices must be two permutations of 1, . . ., m mutually inverse (.w 2 1). 
(v) Lemma 6, using the results of Lemma 5, roves that the components of the 
components of M and N must contain some 
(vi) ‘Finally, Lemma 7, using previous Lemmas, hows that M and N are mutually 
inverse iff: 
= Athx, . . . AX, (2 (MEXJ l l l (Maxi, )), 
N = AtAyl . . . ~yn(t(MI.‘vr,).  . (MI,* y/J), 
. where I~, . - ., in is the inverse permutation of I,, . . ., E,, and moreover for every j 
(1 G j % n), My1 ES the inverse of Mje 
The first wo lemmas have a preliminary character. Lemmas 3-6 can be classified 
ing 7.0 the level of and N which is considered, i.e., the structurtz of 
N (level 0 for Lemma 3), the structure of the components of and N (1 
emrcas 4 and 5) or the structure of the components of t e components of 
eve1 2 for Lemma 6). Lemma 7 frees us from invo 
group of permutators, this is the only group inside 
author. 
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he theorem of characterization 
For the purpose: of proving our theorem of characterization of normal fcrms 
possessing inverse, we state the following seven lemmas. The f@st two lemmas 
entail, ah normal forms satisfying a given system of relations. Marc precisely, these 
lemmas state that every suitable normal form must contain some erasing com- 
Erasing combinators are necessary in order to eliminate free variables 
not occurring in the right-hand siides of given relations. 
emna 1. AZ! normal forms X satisfying the system of the following relations: 
where t~,~,ral, mi,niZO, ~SPSS, lSjiSq and Y~)EJV (1GhSmi) 
(1 Si14r l < ), must satisfy also the convertibility relation X = K’X’, where X’ is a 
suitable normal form. 
‘, Replacing: Y by 
Ax l . . . Ax&, . . . A& (xi,YI” l . . Yt;) (1 S i G r) 
in the first relation we obtain: 
XAta . . . At,,(xj, Y\‘). . . Y:;). . . AtI . . . Atn,(Xi,Y(;) l . l Y%!)y, . l . ys 3 ~$0 
The free variables Xj4 which are the head variables of Yi (1 s i s r) must be erased 
in theleft-hand side since they do not occur in the right-hand side. To erase .q, it is 
necessary to erase Yi, i.e. the ith argument of X (1 s i s r). In fact, if we admit ad 
absurdurn that X does not erase all its first r arguments, it follows that there must 
exists an integer I (1 6 I s r) such that YI erases ome of these arguments. But it is 
clear that in this case Xi, cannot be eliminated in the left-hand side. Cl 
2. AN /normal forms Xi (1 s i s r), U;- (1 =S j s s) satisfying the system of 
the following relations : 
XiU 1. .I, &Xl.. .x,(Y*(Z,u, . . . u,). . .(ZbU, l .* u,)y* l * l y,+r).. .(Y,(ZUl-• ulz) 
YjVl . . . t&y1 . . a’ . . . &)x, . . . &+s) l * l (xr( 
VI.. . V,,)Xl . . . Xm+s)yd+, . . . y, 2 xq, (1 s j s s), 
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of. The relations of the second type imply that 
with d < gj s d + r. In fact, if we suppose that the head variables of Yj are different 
from ysj with d c gj s d + r, the relations of the secon 
Moreover to guarantee the satisfiability of these relation 
once in Yv) in such a way that it is not entailed in a subformula of Y$) whose head 
variable is v, (1 SeSb,lSlGfi,l G k s hi, 1 s j G s). This is because the first 6 
arguments of Yj are the free variables vL (1 s e s 6) and the abstractions of 
t*, l . l , th must be q-eliminable (1 s J l s s). Therefore the relations of the first type 
become: 
Py’= Y~'[vJZ,u*. . . u,] (11 S e 6 b, 1 S k S hi, 1 S j S s). 
Then the arguments of Xi from the (a + c -t- 1)th to the @I + c + s)th can erase none 
of the free variables ul,. . ., ua, xl,. . ., n:,. -n”his implies that Xi = 
(1 S i 6 r). Thi symmetric argument proves 
(1SjSs). 0 
Lemma 3. normal form N possesses a right inverse only if N = 
AX 1 -.. Ax,+JurN1.. N,,,) for m, n 2 0 and every variable xi (2 s i s n -+ 1) occurs at 
least in one fVj (1 S j S ra ). 
‘Proof. (a) Obviously a A-free normal form., i.e. a normal form without initial 
abstractions, could not have a right inverse. 
(b)’ If N =: ;u, . . . Ax,+&JV~ . . . l\lm) with j# 1 the head variable could not be 
If we suppose ad absurdum hat there exists a right inverse 
NR of N we have: 
which cannot be reduced to 
s i s n + 1) would not occur in any Nb the ith abstraction 
(ancl all those at its left) could not be eliminated by q-re 
Two normal fo are mutually inverse 
a oreover 
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(lsjcn), 
Let us consider two normal forms 
rnverie, i.e. satisfying conditions of Lemma 3: 
= RZhXl . . . *zxI...x”)...( (1) 
j (1 G j s m) such that the variable xr occurs free in all reducts 
N = AtAy*. . . AyS(t(l\l,ty* l . . ys). . .(N,tyl.. . ys)) (2) 
i (ISi Ss)3j (l--j (= l s r) such that the variable y, occurs free in all reducts of 
Ff,. 
y dekxition, A4 and N are mutually inverse iff both the following relations are 
valid: 
(3) 
By substitution of (1) and (2) into (3), the latter becomes: 
(Nu))~ Auhxl.. . Ax,(Nu(M,(Nu)x,. . .x,). . .(M,(Nu)xl . . .~,,))a huti. 
Let us suppose that s 2 ~11, then we have- 0 
(Nu)) 2 )Iuhx, . . . AxnAy,+ . . l Ays(u(~,u(M,(~~)x~ . . . &a). . 
. ..(M.(Nu)x ,... 1~n)ym+i...ys).*b(~u(M,(NU)x1.,.~n)-~. 
. . . ( 1 JC1 . . * xn)ym+~...ys))~Auu. 
This means that (3) is veriffied iff the initial abstractions relative to x1,. . l , xn, 
Y m+z,. . ., y, are eliminable by q-reductions, in such a way that only the head 
variable u surarives, i.e.” 
-n=S--t?I, 
l(,: 1 
(9 
&4X I...X”)...( ) Xl.. . &)Y,+l l l l ys a Xj (1 c, ‘S n), 46) 
+ju ( n(NU)X~...Xn)Y,+~...Y,~ym+j (l<jCs- 
of (1) and .(2), wit othesis  3 m, into (4), 
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n we prove that \d , (2p4 (6), (Y), (8) and (9) wit condition (5) are all satisfied i 
this lemma are satisfie 
(1) and (9) can be satisfie only if !Vn+i = 
NLjy l**-ys"y,+j (lSjQ-m), 
i.e.4 
N:+,k v:?+, ( SjSs-m). 
These choices of Nn+j (1 s j s s - ) satisfy obviously (7). 
Lemma 2 implies that (6) and (8) can be both satisfied only if: 
Mj = KM; (1 S j S m), 
‘v= A i ‘-“pJ;) (1 s j S n). 
By substitutiokb of these expressrons of Mj (1 s j G pn ) and Ni (1 s j :S I), (I) and (2) 
become respectively: 
v 18 = lizAx*. . . hx,(z(M; x,. . .x,,). . .(M;x,. . .xn)), 
i.e., we obtain the first two relations of the thesis of Lemma 4. To realize the further 
relations, it is sufficient o effect the same substitutions in the remaining relations 
(6) and (8): 
:X~...X,)...(M~X,...X,~~X~ iJ S j :S n), 
. ..ym)...(N.yl...ympyj 
e following system of relations between Nj (I c j s n), 
where the nwthe~~ of initial 
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. Let us choose an arbitrary integer h (I s h 6 
aellation 
(N > 1 l...ym)...(hl,y*...]?te)~yh. I 
ithout loss of generality, we can write 
= A$$ . . hpr, (C( 
where 8-h 2 rr by hypothesis. 
If we suppose ad absurdum that the variable 6 = pi (n < i s rh) or that f be a free 
variable, (IO) becomes: 
A,%+1..  hpQ ({(Mf'(N*y1.*. ym). l * p&y1 l ’ ’ ym)p?l+1 l ’ l prh) 
:;ylv*y, . . . y*). . . (Nny, . . l ym)pn+1 l ’ . prh)) G= yh9 
i-e- we obtain an unsatisfiable relation, because the head variable al4f the left-hand 
side is by hypothesis difierent from yk and cannot be replaced. Then we must have 
6 = pih with 1 S ih S ~2. In the same way we can prove that 
Iv* = hyl . . . Aq,, (q,h (Nh’qr . l ’ q”)J l ’ l (NC,‘q* l l l quh )) 
with 1~ &, s (1 s h s n). 
If we set & = t 6 n, (10) becomes: 
Ap,,.,, . . . Ap,,(N,yt . . . ym(Mlh’(Ny, . . . ym) l . l (NY,. . . ym)pm+l l l l po,) 
~~'(N,y,.=-ym)l-•(N,yi-.-ymIp,+~--0p,))~yh- 
y substituting N,, since ~1~ 2 m by hypothesis, we have 
hen we obtain that 
ns ikn its turn implies t
utually inve:rse permutations 
at i,, . . ., im and 
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e;r” &$ P . ” ., I,,,, is satisfiable within JV’ only if: 
) 4 - Wi, = Uij - SJ = t?l, 
(1SjSm) e (MeSsi ti) = U) t? c : 
. By the proof of Lemma 5, it is clear that the considered system of relations 
with the given conditiok to the followi 
A . . . hp,,(Q,+l . . - A&,(Yh (Nl"Yl l = 9 Ymqm+l l l l q”l) 
~..(N~!,)y,...ymqm+,..*qu,)) ( ~~‘(~*~~...Ym)..~(N,yl~~~ym)~m+l***p~) (11) 
. ..(M~~‘(N~y~...ym)~.~(N.y~*~*ym)pm+*=**p,~))~yh (1Sh Wn), 
~q,+~. . . hq,,(Ap,+1 l l . Ap,,(x,( !‘)X* . . . &pm*1 * l l p,h) 
. . . W (h)X1 . . . Xmpm+l l l 0 j)r)l) ( 1X1... X1 
. ..(N~~M~x~...xm)...~-~mX~~*~Xrn)qrn+~=**q~.))~~, 
v )qm+l-**qut) . . . Am 
(12) 
(1 s t s ml). 
Fcr an arbitrary integ rh(lshsm), we can consider only the relation of system 
) for this value of )P together with the relation of system (12) for the value & = ih. 
The same proof is obGously valid for all pairs of relations of (11) and (12) realized 
the permutation ii,. . ., im. 
The proof of this lemma splits into three parts, following the different eases: 
1. &-sh, t-h-w&i%, 
2. t?t < & - sh, t& -- w,, 
3. rk-Wt<msu -&. 
u, - sh < ?S rh - WI iS the Sa 
e re!a g 
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&is implies that rh - m = wt + sh - tdt -t- m, i.e. r.4 - Sib + fh - W, = 2 
cont&ictory with the hypothesis of this ease. 
C!S~ 2. In this case the rektion belonging to (11) for the c osen h becomes 
is relation can be satisfied iff the initial abstractions relative to P~+~, . . ., pQ, 
q m+sk+l, . . ., qut are eliminable by q-reductions, in such a way that only the head 
variable yr, survives; this implies that fh - m + ut - m - & = wt, i.e. 
Ij, - WI + u, - sh = 2m, which IS contradictory with the hypothesis of this case. 
CQES~ 3. In this case the relation belonging to (II) for the chosen h reduces again 
to (13), which is verified iff the right-hand side is reducible to the left-hand side, i.e. 
e relation belonging to (12) for thi: value t becomes: 
,lil,...x,)...( Xl.. . xm)q,,+l.. . q”,) 
W (h) .*. sh xp . . . Xm( X1. l . Xm)qm+l l 9 l $4,) 
01 
..e f&-f- I... .t. Xl.. . m+: -0 2 m+j 
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tisfy relation (US), with the given definition of (1 s j 6 m) we must choose, 
en relation (18) becomes 
NE’-,+&+1 l l l 4~~ a qm+sk+j (1 q s i‘wt =I- - rh ), 
which implies 
RO_m+j -ml 2 U($+sh+j 
In this way relation (16) is obviously satisfied. 
NOW we mu.st still satisfy simultaneously relations (15) and (17). Let us note that 
in all these relations e&h y) (1 G j s sh) is applied to rh arguments and eat 
(I < j s rh - rn) is applied to uI arguments. 
Then, by Lemma 2, we must choose 
MI”‘= K”j$r’ (1s jssh), 
ptT!C = ‘I 
u,-m-+@:‘) 
I (lSjGrk-m). 
By substituting in she definitions of 
Mb = hpr . . . hprh (pt (n;i!h”pm + I l 
Nt = Aql... hq",(q:,(Ny'qm+l l + +sh)qnl+%+L l l qu,) 
2 Aq, 
from which rh -- W, = U, - sh = m. a 
7. Two normal for and AI are mutually ‘inverse if 
is the inverse 
I is thz inverse 
tation of 11, . . .) 1, a oreover for every 
al fo an 
’ Tht: following proof was simplified y suggestion of the referee. 
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and moreover, 
N~(Mlxl...x,)...(M,xl...x,)~xi (l<jQn), (21) 
Mj(l\J,xl...X~)...(N,,Xl...X,)~xl (lejsm). (22) 
The second part of Lemma 5 aind Lemma 6 prove that relations (21) and (22) are 
satisfied iff 
. 
where zf, . . .? im is the inverse: permutation of II,. . ., I, and Vj (1 G j s m), rj - wii = 
Ui - Sj = m. 
. By substkrthng (23) and (29, (19) and (20) become 
M = AZ&. . . Ax~,(z(M~x~J l . . (Mh,)), 
N = Athy,. . . hyrn (t(NT yil) I* l l (NZyl,,,)), 
. where 11, . . ., i;, is the inverse permutation of &, . . ., I,. 
Now we s&Mute these expressions of M and N into the relations (3) and (4): 
Au(M(Nu))a Auhxl n.. AL (Nu(MYxiJ l l l (Mh,)) 
3 Auk, n . . A%tt(~(Nf(M?,x~)) l l l (NZ(M:,,,xm))), 
(25) 
Au(N(Mi)) 2 Auhyl . . . Aym (Mu (Wyr,) 0 . . (f++Gy~,,,)) 
3 AuAyt.. . ky~~(h(MT(N~,yl)). l . (Mz(NT,ym)))- (26) 
The so obtained reIations (25) and (26) are satisfied iff Vj (1 s j s m ), M f and NT, 
are mutually inverse. 0 
At this point, we are able to prove the desired theorem of characterization of
normal forms possessing illverse. The proof is based on the fact that Lemma 7 may 
be iterated at each level. 
be the proper subset of 
en AxAx~ . . . AX, (Z (NIXi,). . . 
utation of I,. . ., m. 
neration law is if Nj 
’ E ,%, where m 2 C and 
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roof. By emma 7, it follows tnat a normal form N assesses inverse iff 
N = hzhx 1. . . Ax,,,(I(~‘+&x~,) . . . (A&)), where m 3 0, il,. . ., is a permutation of 
1 , . . ., m and each Nj (1 G j s ID) possesses inverse. In its turn, each component of 
N altust obey the same Cc~kIdition s:sd so on. Because the number of levels is finite 
ano every time you invoke Lemma 7 you consume a level, eventually, for every 
CC onent, m must be equal to 0. As a consequence the atoms of this iterated 
decomposition must all coincide with the combinator 1. 
is means that N possesses inverse iff it can obtained using a finite number of 
the generation law of the set la, i.e. iff E&E n 
The if part of this theorem could be proved also in a constructive way, 
jndependently from the previous lemmas, by induction on the number PI or 
applications of the generation law of 9. In fact, this generation law could be 
:onsidered as an unambiguous production rule of a context-sensitive language. Let 
N E 9 ; if n = 0 for F , :hen N = I which is the inverse of itself. Let us assume that 
we have dane the proof for n c h; if n = h for N, this means that N = 
Azhx,... A& (Z (rJl&) l l l (N&, )), where P4 E 9 and pt < h for each Ni 
(1s j G m). Then each Nj possesses exactly one inverse NT’ (1 s j s m); the 
inverse N-’ of N is then uniquely determined by 
N-* = AtAyl.. . Ay, (t(N1 yr,) . . . (NZ yim)), 
where &, . . ., I,,, is the inverse permutation of iI,. . ., i,,. 
Example 1. The inverse of 
AzAx~Ax~Ax~(z (Ix3)(CxI) (1x2)) 2 AzAx~Ax~Ax~(zx~A~~Ax~(x~x~~~)x~) E 9 
iS 
Example 2. The combinator 
does not possess inverse. 
his paper was inks 
Swansea (September 1 
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h-formulas not in normal form. Then the following result can be given (corre- 
sponding to Lemma 7): 
Two A -formulas and are mutually inverse iff = hzhx! . . . Ax,,, 
(t(Mtx,) . . . (Mmxi,yj, N = Athy l l l Ay, (t(Nly,,) l l l ( y,,J) where il, . . l 9 L, is t 
inverse permutation of 21, . . ., 1, and moreover for y h (16 \a s n), Mh is t 
inverse of Mk. 
A A -formula = AzAxl . . . Ax, (t (&x,) . . . (MmXi,,,)) may be represented by the 
tree shown in Fig. 1, where T[M~] are the trees corresponding to ~34” (I s j s m). 
The previous result assures that every A-formula poqsctssing inverse may be 
represented by a (finite or infinite) tree according to this convention; in particular a 
A-formula possessing inverse and without normal form must correspond to an 
infinite tree. 
Fig. 1 
An informal argument contrary to the existence of A -formulas possessing inverse 
and without normal form is tbe’following. If is a A-formula corresponding to an 
infinite tree, its inverse N must erase the subformulas of M which give rise to this 
infinity, to obtain the identity combinator Y. Then .a? least one subformula of N 
must be convertible to a formula erasing some of its arguments. ut this is 
impossible, because N’ must also satisfy the generation law given in Lemma 7, 
ns of a formula lative to a variable not occurring in 
lsst argument,  existence of A -formulas possessing 
ut normal form remains an open problem. 
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